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GEOMORPHOLOGICAL CARTOGRAPHY IN TUN1SIAY

Tunisia is just starting in the field of geomorphological

cartography. The first geomorphological maps date from the

publication in 1960 of Roger Coque1s thesis on presahariar. Tunisia.

They are small scale mape. Then, it was not until the years 1964-65

that some maps on the scales 1/50,000 and 1/10,000 of some sectors of

the Miliane and Mejerda catchment basins were produoed by the Pedologi

cal Department.

I. PURPOSE OF TRE GEOMORPHOLOGICAL ?fJAP

These two series of maps de not have the same desigu perhaps

because the sca1es adcpted are not the same. A geomorphological map

must not only give as precise an idea as possible of the relief of a region,

but also indicate the nature of the component depoeits with their characte

ristic feaotures, as well as their relative positions, and finally, it

must explain the process of their formation and their geographic

distribution.

This leads to a better characterization of the region mapped, a

better understanding of its evolution during the quaternary period as

well as of its evolution in the present climate; these dynamics will be

taken into account when posing the development problems. The information

provided by these maps may vary according to their wain purpose and to

the scale adopted.

Three types of geomorphological maps can be distinguished:

- small scale geomorphological maps, roughly speaking; above

the l/lOO,OOOth scale. Relief types are shown without emphasizing the

details, which gives an idea of the larger units of a region. -They are

u5e~l for little known regions and provide a basis for a first approaoh

to the problems posed there.

1/ Translation submitted by the Tunisian Government
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Geomorphologioal base maps, generally medium soale. They inolude

all the ~bove mentioned data.

Lastly, speoial geomorphologioal maps, whioh are based on the

previous ones, and whose purpose io to provide information on a partioular

theme. They are usually On a ·larger soale. They inolude erosion mape,

maps on watercourse dynamics, and hydrogeomorphological maps.

11.- CONFECTION OF G80MORPHOLOGICAL MAPS

Geomorphologioal maps require systematic observations of all data

neoessary to the understanding of the past and present morphogenesis of

the region under study.

Lithologioal outcrops.are represented in a flat shade. To bring

out the shape of slopes, over and above the contours of the topographic

base, which already give an idea of it, certain symbols are superimposed.

Thsy.are, as the case may be~

symbols whioh underline the structural shapes and give an idea

of them when the outcrop is oompletely visible.

symbols showing the disposition and the settling prooess of slope

formations when these outcrops are covered by reasonably thin colluvia.

This suggests the shape of the slopes whioh these outcrops make up.

For instance, a marly or oaloareous slo~e whioh has undergone

the quaternary ~olifl~on, showin6 an embossed shape, is marked with

the symbol "S", whioh suggests the shape in question.

When it is possible to determine the quaternary period during whioh

this dynamio prooess has taken plaoe, the liS" symbol appears in the oolour

reserved for that period. For further aocuracy, symbols ·showing the gran

ulometrio nature of the oolluvia thus emplaoed may be added in the eame

column.

Quaternary formations, when they result in partioular shapes on

the terrain, are not represented by flat shades, but by symbols in the

speoifio oolour of their period showing their general outline and their

genesis.
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In this way, it is possible to distinguish many talus levels,

many terrace levels, many generations of piedmont cones, many grades

('f amaLl, val Leye of 11[;re7,e~1I C; p'...J.JGS or ni _".. tion :::.:e:-E'S. MDreover,

these symbols may be combined uitt each other to indicate the nature

of the deposits which make up these shapes and whioh must appear in the

specific oolour of the period of the formation.

The ohoice of signs, for instance, of diverging haohures going

down the slope for taluses, to represent ,the quaternary formations, is

of great importance, since it makes it possible, by a superposition of

signs with different oolours, to show, on the geomorphological map, the

superposition zones of quaternary deposits of different ages. Moreover,

signs ,giving the granulometric nature of the surface deposits of these

formatione may be superimposed. This is done in the same colour as uha.t

indicating the age of these deposits.

Finally, the information afforded by a geomorphological base map

relates to the dynamios of oatchment basins. We represent the prooesses

of these dynamics, diffuse streaming with slow scouring, fast scouring,

'concentrated-streaming with the different types of linear grooves and

the cHfferent forms of soli fluxion, by particular signs superimposed 'in

black Over the previously de~arcated coloured zones showing clearly

the various geomorphological emits identified in the terrain. Also

superimposed in black are some morphometric data such as the height of

a sapped bank, of a cliff, Or a fault-li~e scarp.

For the special geomorp~ologicalmaps, we confine ourselves only

to elements which are directly relevant to the explanation Or a~ easier

interpretation or the particular phenomenon being dealt with. Thus, for

a better understanding of the flow dynamics of an oued, for instanoe, a

geomorphological map of its bed on a large scale (1/5,000) can be madel

all the morphometric data of the bed itself and of the baLks bordering

it can then be represented, as well as the nature and the granulometry

of the component deposits and the lay-out of the objects that have bee~

carried away.
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The mineralogy and thB percentage of the materials can be

accurately determined, whioh, by a comparison with a geomorphologioal

base map of the whole catchment area, shows the most active departure

zones; this being effeoted through a Quantitative approaoh" while the

general map has only a QualitatLve approach.

Thus, geomorphological maps, on the appropriate scales, facilitate

the pedological exploration and lead to an understanding of the genesis

and the distribution of soils, because they help determine the Quaternary

geomorphological evolution of the region under study. Maps of dynamio

geomorphology, by representing the present evolution of the catchment

areas and the processes at work upon them, enable us to Bnvisage ways

of fighting erosion much better adapted to local ccnditions, and,

oonseQuently, more effioient. Such studies must be made systematically

before setting up dams, to help in the choice of their looation and to

fight against their silting o

III. - GEOMORPHOLOGICAL MAP PROJECTS

If the geomorphologioal maps already produoed in Tunisia are few,

and only a oertain number of them have been printed and pUblished, we

oan say that many geomorphologioal maps are to be published in the near

future. Some, which are at a more or leos advanced stage, are going to

be published as part of the research work of geographers. Others are

being completed by the Geomorphological Research Seotion within the

Pedological Department and deal particularly with the Tunisian Mountain

Ridge area.

These will be on two different scales' first, a oomplete coverage

of that region on maps of th~t kind of the 1/200,OOOth scale will soon

be' effected; then some sheets, on the soale 1/50,000, selected among

the more typical sectors in the larger areas whioh will thus be brought

to light, are going to be traced,

Finally, we are planning to produce shortly, in collaboration with

other g~omorphologists, a oomplete geomorphologioal map of Tunicia on the

1/500,OOOth scale.

•
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It would give a preliminary idea of the geomorphclcgically

different zones in Tunisia, which would in particular facilitate the

seleotion of certain sectors or regions which should be given priority

for a detailed study.
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